
 

 

Interview with Vedrana Skocic  

 
 Short presentation (name, nationality, age when you left your country, 

studies, profession, work institution) 

 

My name is Vedrana Skocic and I was born in the country called Jugoslavia where I 

finished my education with University degree in teaching in Primary school. After the 

University I went to London and lived there for two years. I improved my knowledge of 

English language and experimented living abroad discovering that the information we 

had back home like: in western countries life is  marvellous, money extremely easy to 

earn even if you don’t work much, you can easily save money and build the house back 

home or travel as you wish; are not exact. After two years I decided that I’m not suitable 

to live as foreigner that has less opportunities and rights and I returned back home. For 

some time I worked as a substitute teacher in various primary schools of Sibenik district 

and in 1989 I started to work also as a representative for British tourist agency 

Yugotours. During the summer season, I took care of British tourists informing them 

about local area, things to see, places to visit and resolving their eventual problems 

during the holidays. I was living in various hotels located in different cities along the 

Jugoslavian coastline. In 1991, while I was on short holiday in Madrid with my boyfriend, 

the problems started in Slovenia and we were not able to return to our homes nor to 

our jobs. Unwillingly, we were thrown into the historic event that made disappear 

forever my country and that forced me to emigrate, in order to safe my life. 

 

 How did you feel when you arrived in Italy? 

 

Actually, today, seeing all the refugees arriving in Europe, all images and sensations are 

returning from the past, when I lived in first person the same itinerary, desperately 
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seeking to save my own life and future. Being hurled into the completely new 

environment, without knowing the local language and culture, being a foreigner and 

considered as an ignorant person, without friends and relatives close by, without job 

and economic stability; all this was a great challenge. Additional difficulty was the war 

situation in Jugoslavia, adding the preoccupations about my family and friends that 

remained back home, the uncertainty about their and mine future. 

Fortunately, with a help of some nice people and new friends, I succeeded to learn 

Italian language and started to understand the local culture, the way of living and doing 

things. For one year every evening after the full time job, I attended Italian Secondary 

school in order to learn a language and to have an overview of different themes and life 

aspects.  

So, in the beginning my feelings were very confused and the life was quite difficult. Now, 

I understand that you have to be strong and stubborn to confront all challenges that a 

life in a new country holds for you.  

 

 What helped you adapt and integrate a new country and culture? 

 

The main reason that made me stay in Italy were the people I met.   

I think that the important thing is to feel accepted and to understand where you are. 

Fortunately, we met some beautiful people that became our friends and our “Italian 

family” that facilitated us and made us feel at home. In the period when we had no other 

place to go and even after the end of the war, we also had no other place to go since in 

my family we have various ethnic and religious background and new countries created 

from Jugoslavia after the war did not tolerate this. So, we had to find our way in the 

place we were and we did our best. 

 

We learned Italian language through English since there were no courses of Italian 

language near the village we lived. Next step was getting a degree of obligatory 

education in Italy called degree of Terza media (Secondary school). After all these years 
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it is still the only degree I have recognized officially from Italian state. Even thou I have 

tried to obtain the recognition of my University degree with Italian embassy in Croatia, 

after two years of getting all the documents and translating them, going repeatedly to 

Italian embassy (there was always some new document missing), the only thing I got was 

the Declaration that my education in Jugoslavia permits me to start the university 

education in Italy without integrational exams. Even now, that I have Italian citizenship 

and Croatia is in EU, it is not possible to have a recognition of my degree. Since I had to 

work I had no opportunity to start the university education, so I did various trainings as 

for example: Italian language on higher level with certification B2 o C1, Intercultural 

mediator, operator in job orientation, training for self-employment for migrants, 

narration and theatre. At that time, fortunately, there were many opportunities to 

participate in training courses financed from EU. The training was very important for me 

because this was an opportunity to get to know different people, the trainers and also 

migrants and Italians living the situation similar to mine. Also every training was another 

opportunity to learn things and improve my competence in Italian language. After some 

of these courses, I had an opportunity to work on some projects as intercultural 

mediator in schools, in social and sanitary institutions; as professional translator / 

interpreter in court; as a job orientation operator ecc. Each experience was one small 

step toward more job opportunities, improved social integration and better living. 

Meanwhile I got two children and with them, I got to know other young families living in 

my area and this helped me feel the part of the local community. 

For me the important thing was that I founded friends and created my microcosm 

where I was accepted and appreciated, than it was not so important in which city or 

country I was living. It was also very important that I continued to learn new things, meet 

new people, do interesting jobs and improve during all the years of my living here.   

 

 How do you feel now helping other migrant women? 
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I think I was quite lucky during my migration experience but it was not easy to 

understand how the things work in Italy. When I arrived, there were no services for 

migrants and I had to find my way by myself and learn how to do the things. There was 

no Internet with information and especially when it comes to bureaucracy, things were 

quite complicated. 

When I heard of the intention to start linguistic and intercultural mediation in Verona 

and Province, I applied immediately. Then I started to work in job orientation and many 

people coming to the office were migrants in need of information and support. These 

two experiences, continually increasing number of migrants arriving to Italy in need of 

support, the economic crisis and increased unemployment were the input for a group of 

colleagues and friends that resulted in creation of the association Stella and the idea of 

organizing the services specifically for migrants. We try to give information and 

orientation to migrants with particular attention towards women (some of our services 

are declined for women), to give them a good reception, positive hospitality, help them 

understand the ways of doing things in Italy but we also stimulate them to reevaluate 

their competences, experience and knowledge they bring from their home countries. If 

there were the services like this when I arrived in Italy, most probably my possibilities of 

social and working integration would have been easier and faster. This is the idea we 

have when we work with migrant women. I think that the experience of migration helps 

me to be more open and understanding of the situation of the people we assist.  

I’m very happy to do this job hoping that this service can really help and make easier life 

for migrant women. 

 

 The importance of WhomeN Project for you and your work. 

 

The migrant women arrive in the country of immigration with many competences, from 

the ones they acquired during their studies, training, work experience, hobby, and 

everyday life. Very often those competences are not recognized in the country of 

immigration and after some time even the migrant women become convinced that 
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these competences have no value and that they can’t get any other job that the low 

profile and low paid jobs. At the orientation service, we meet the woman with high 

educational level and important work experiences in their country that wanted to apply 

as a cleaner, convinced that that is the only job that they can get in Italy. For us it is very 

important to work with these women and stimulate them to improve their self 

confidence, to revalue and become aware of their competences and to look for the way 

in making this competences valorized and recognized also from job offerors. It is a 

process that can be important for the women that immigrate in EU since they could 

have better work and social integration. It is also very important for the EU countries 

that can get formed, experienced and professional workers without the previous 

investment in their education. I have met a woman from Nigeria with degree and master 

in mathematics, experience as University professor that was looking for the job as 

“badante”- live in assistant for elderly people; convinced by personal experience that this 

is the only job opportunity for her. 

The WhomeN project can be very important for these women so that they can recognize 

the competences they have that can be recognized also in the country of their 

immigration. This is also important for the operators working with immigrant women. It 

is important to raise awareness of the recognition of soft skills on the political level. I 

hope that this project is the first step towards shared recognition of transversal 

competences on national and European level. 

The protocol is probably going to be the most important output of this project that every 

person will be able to access and use for the evaluation of soft skills. Since it should be 

used by all women, those over 45 years, those that live in rural area, immigrant woman 

and so on, it needs to be adequate to cover various areas and our goal is to decline it for 

the migrant woman as soon as it is created. Since the association Stella works with 

migrant women, this tool is going to be very important. During the activities of 

information and orientation that the association does.  

 

Vedrana Skocic 


